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• Business-Office in all major cities
• 12 Years in Tennessee
• “US” modeled upholstery, assembly, order fulfillment

Raw materials used
in our products are made
with high percentages
of post consumer
recycled raw materials.

Material 			

% 		

recycled content

Steel 				32%
Aluminum 			80%
Polypropylene 		

70% to 80% depending on color

Table core material 		

35%

Liner board (packaging)

35%

Product design and development is oriented to technologies
and production processes that promote energy savings and
the lowest environmental impact. Segis products are ecological
even after a long and honored service. When they reach the
end of their life cycle they can be fully recycled in simple and
inexpensive ways. Table surface finishes, glues and other
materials used in our manufacturing processes are non-toxic.
All wooden elements of Segis furniture come from reforested
plantation materials (no primary forest materials are used). Segis
offers alternative packaging options for truckload orders that
can reduce the amount of packaging waste at the installation
site. Segis also bans the use of leathers obtained from
endangered species

MODULAR

New Orleans International Airport

Nemours Children's Hospital, Orlando

Longway. Modular system of narrow and wide ribbons of upholstered seating which undulate
to form seats and armrests creating large central or terminal curved lines. Longway enhances
an environment’s quality with its particular play of shapes: the basic composition creates results
never seen before, the alternation of curves and horizontal planes offers a marked visual impact.
The broadness and versatility of the collection allows limitless compositions.

MODULAR

Hotel. This modular seating
system characterized by a strong
expressive versatility conceived
for fluid, linear, or angular
combinations. Comfortable pieces
designed for enjoyable relaxation
and conviviality. The collection
includes two and three seater
sofas plus an armchair; armrest
options include an upholstered
armrest in two sizes and a tablet
arm for computer or other support.
Joining tables between the seats
or multifunctional tables complete
the collection multifunctional tables
complete the collection.

MODULAR
River. The design is characterized by
basic elements that are either curved or
rectilinear in plan and allow for the creation
of countless compositions, including ones
with tight curves or as closed circles. The
system is designed especially for contract
environments where large numbers of
people congregate such as lobbies, hotels,
waiting areas, transit areas, and airports.

Terminus. System of modular benches
designed for restaurant, lounge or
bistro. Angular and linear elements allow
numerous layouts with or without back
panels in laminate or upholstered to create
secluded areas. Constructed with multiply
plywood and cold molded foam for high
traffic areas.

Jo Bar. Modular system of upholstered
benches and tables for restaurants,
waiting rooms, bars, museums, airports.
Combining versions of various elements
allows the user to realize almost any kind
of composition. Internal frames of multiply
plywood. Metal frames and bases are
stainless steel.

SEATING

Camel. An eclectic collection of seating with delicate soft
designed lines, comfortable in a variety of applications. The
shell, in polypropylene or upholstered, is combined with
numerous bases and multiple seating for meeting, dining,
public waiting environments.

Breeze. Award winning stacking chair
with the simplicity of form and function
essential for any environment. Aluminum,
anodized or powder coated; seat and
back in recyclable polypropylene. The
chair and stool are perfect for indoor or
outdoor use.

SEATING
Derby. This dynamic transitional
collection offered with a variety of
base and material covering options
for commercial or residential use.
The unique three dimensional molded
exterior shell with corrugated detailing
has integral or molded polyurethane
displaying cheerful and dynamic style.
Monochromatic or bi-colored.

Cult. Contemporary lines with a vintage touch
describe this stacking chair and stool.
The delicate and slim design with tapered legs
brings a harmony of years past and present. Frames
in three eclectic colors of your choice.

SEATING

Dragonfly. Born from the likes of the body of a dragonfly
which is characterized by an imbalance of weight between
the legs at the front and cantilevered tail. This observation
inspired seating which thus appears to challenge gravity; the
shell’s vertical ribbing mimics wings. Multi-functional stacking
bases in powder coat or chrome may be paired with a variety
of polyurethane shell colors for chairs and stools.

SEATING
Zenith. A classy unique combination of
materials: seat frame and armrests made
of die-cast aluminum, legs in wood,
upholstered seat and back. Stacking
chair, armchair or nonstacking stools are
available in chrome or powder coated
finish, with upholstered seat and back in a
variety of materials. It is perfect for many
environments, from the hotel room, to the
restaurant, to the meeting room and office.

Slide. Exemplifies a chair that belongs
to the collective memory and makes it
current. With a modern material, such
as polycarbonate, it enhances the
essentiality of a chromed or powder
coated steel frame, characterized by its
minimal shape and the attention to the
details. Aesthetically refined but also
practical, Slide has a handle in the back
that allows for ease of movement.

Gallery. Highly functional stacking chair
using rectangular aluminum frame in
anodized or painted frame with injected
molded foam seat and back. Stackable
in either version,uncommon anti-panic
writing tablet on stacking version along
with ganging options available.

LOUNGE

Hammer. Winner of the Chicago Athenaeum Museum of
Architecture and Design 2017 "Good Design” Award, takes its name
from the hammer shaped die-cast aluminum component connecHng
the frames. This design feature characterize the collecHon of
armchair and high or low back lounge chair.

LOUNGE

Billa. The feeling of comfort that the Billa
armchair inspires is immediate. Characterized
by its curved beech plywood backrest,
Blade wraps you in a feeling of calm warmth
guaranteed thanks to the padded panels
upholstered in fabric or leather.

LOUNGE

Agorà. A collection of upholstered seating, tables
and partition panels which takes its name from the
ancient Greek polis whose Agorà was the center of
the city’s life. The collec'on is enhanced by straight
or curved freestanding sound absorbing partitions
in 55 inch or 67 inch heights to meet different
requirements of the environment.

LOUNGE

Cross / Crossing. A family of a contemporary lounges characterized by a rigorous
shell combined with cushions and sinuous lines. The collection includes lounge
armchair, sofa and ottoman able to enhance any environment. Cross not only has
charm but also functionality with an internal steel frame covered with non-deformable
foam and polyester padding plus die-cast aluminium legs in powder coat or chrome.
Covers in fabric, faux leather or leather.

LOUNGE

Alphabet Collection. Armchair and a small
armchair; it is a sofa and a chaise longue or
an ottoman. It is one of the most extensive
and complete upholstery collections available
on today’s market. Each piece is inspired by a
letter from the Greek alphabet and makes up an
evergreen design. Each piece is made of solid
materials, such as an internal steel frame and
cold-injected polyurethane foam.

LOUNGE

Flores. With its regular and soft shapes, Flores is an
appealing piece capable of exciting curiosity. It is perfect for
waiting areas and meeting places. A product with endless
seating possibilities thanks to its design that allows one to sit
on any side and to arrange the cushions comfortably.

LOUNGE

Taxido. With its regular and soft shapes,
Flores is an appealing piece capable of exciting
curiosity. It is perfect for waiting areas and
meeting places. A product with endless seating
possibilities thanks to its design that allows one
to sit on any side and to arrange the cushions
comfortably.

LOUNGE

Noldor. Armchair and two seat sofa with a low and a
high seat back. The Noldor collection is a system of
modern upholstered seating specifically designed to
address privacy usage in large open spaces such as
lobbies, waiting areas and halls.

LOUNGE

Mygingol. Strong yet soft, sturdy yet

Yesbaby. A lovely swivel chair, slender and

sinuous, features that make you want to sit

sinuous. Yesbaby’s delicate appearance

and enjoy the wait. Choice of swivel base or

conceals an internal metal frame and cold-

fixed base with metal feet.

injected polyurethane foam interior. These
features make Yesbaby a stand out in any
situation. This is Yesbaby!

LOUNGE

Iceland. An iconic shape, like icebergs
floating on the sea surface, characterizes
the single or double-sided bench Iceland.
Designed and developed to be an element
of identification in open spaces, especially in
high traffic environments. Large dimensions
and strong materials, metal for the internal
frame and legs with aluminium for the
seat, combined with the option of multiple
coverings for the upholstered cushions,
make Iceland a contract product par
excellence.

TABLES

K Collection. Tables for any environment, indoor
and outdoor. Characterized by a base in die-cast
aluminum, from 2 to 5 spokes and one or two
central columns available in different heights offer
the possibility to use tops of several shapes, sizes.

TABLES

Arful. Table with essential and
rigorous lines stands out for its
original legs composition. These are
arranged perpendicularly as well as at
an angle, suggesting a circularity that
amplifies the overall lightness of the
piece. Solid oak available in natural or
black aniline stain, Artful is perfect for
both corporate meeting spaces and
residential living areas.

TABLES

Boom Collection. The collection brings together in a single series the iconic tables in their
round, square and rectangular versions. Base, column and top can be round or square and
combine with each other without constraints. The tops, available in various materials and sizes,
bases and columns in highstrength steel in powder coated, chromed or brushed stainless steel.
The height can be fixed or adjustable with gas lift. Essential and extremely functional, Boom is
perfect for a performing and comfortable space.

TABLES

Easy Boy. Tables for every environment where it is useful to have a stable
support. Solid steel frame with a soft shape and dimensions designed
specifically to be combined with armchairs and sofas. Available in three
heights and in various colours, from the most sedate to the most lively.

OUTDOOR

Polo Collection. Classic fresh comfortable stacking armchair and non-stacking stool made in
die-cast extruded aluminum in a variety of colours. Ideal for indoor or outdoor patios and pool
areas. The Polo table, available in two different sizes, coordinates with the Polo chair; both have
the same decorative motifs reminiscent of ancient laces. Aluminium column and cast-iron base
guarantee absolute stability. Perfect for outdoor environments.

OUTDOOR
Poppystar. Poppystar is always
bright in every colour thanks
to bulk coloration of recyclable
polypropylene reinforced with
fiberglass; the result is an attractive
satin finish. The latest air moulding
technology is employed allowing a
single injection of the material.
These chairs are suitable for indoor
and outdoor use.

Pacific. Incomparable chair with its durable structure, made with the air moulding technology
in one single injection of recyclable polypropylene reinforced with berglass. Perfect for indoor or
outdoor use available in several colours.

ACCESSORIES

Ellipse Collection. Ellipse Collection includes some accessories designed for both professional
and residential spaces. To the range of coat hangers, which has a floor standing and a wall
mounted version, is added an aluminum coat hanger trolley on castors, available in several
versions. To complete the proposal, a waste paper basket, in two different heights, and an
ashtray with sand tray and waste hole, both with a powder coated frame with a matte finish and
anthracite edges in self-extinguishing ABS.
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